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Abstract

Gaining a complete picture of the activity in a city using vast data sources is challenging yet

potentially very valuable. One such source of data is Twitter which generates millions of short

spatio-temporally localized messages that, as a collection, have information on city regions and

many forms of city activity. The quantity of data, however, necessitates summarization in a way

that makes consumption by an observer efficient, accurate, and comprehensive. We present a

two-step process for analyzing geotagged twitter data within a localized urban environment. The

first step involves an efficient form of latent Dirichlet allocation, using an expectation

maximization, for topic content summarization of the text information in the tweets. The

second step involves spatial and temporal analysis of information within each topic using two

complimentary metrics. These proposed metrics characterize the distributional properties of

tweets in time and space for all topics. We integrate the second step into a graphical user

interface that enables the user to adeptly navigate through the space of hundreds of topics.

We present results of a case study of the city of Madrid, Spain, for the year 2011 in which

both large-scale protests and elections occurred. Our data analysis methods identify these
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important events, as well as other classes of more mundane routine activity and their associated

locations in Madrid.

Keywords

Urban sensing, topic model, latent Dirichlet allocation, spatial analysis

Introduction

Human dynamics within cities are complex and constantly changing. Emergent activities and
behavioral trends can be difficult to characterize in a precise way because cities are composed
of a multitude of people interacting in complex ways against a heterogeneous social and
physical backdrop. Starting in 2006, the service known as Twitter1 began a rapid rise to
global popularity and use. Twitter enables anyone with an appropriate device to generate a
brief message of 140 characters or fewer and post it to the service for other users to see.
Twitter later enabled users to specify not only the message, but a location described by
latitude and longitude with each post. This location, known as a geotag, allows further
analysis to be performed relating the content of the posts, known as tweets, to specific
areas of the city where they were generated. In this paper, we present a series of
computationally efficient steps to summarize millions of geotagged tweets from an urban
environment to provide a concise portrait over space and time that meaningfully represents
activity within the city. We use the year 2011 in Madrid as a case study. Such a tool has the
potential to impact many organizations from local government including city planning,
policing, and crime analysis, to scientific studies such as social analysis of protests and
gatherings, to more broad based urban policy and planning applications.

Twitter has featured in many previous investigations due to the richness of the
information content. A significant amount of analysis can be performed on tweets
without location information, for example, with keyword and keyphrase extraction using
probabilistic models (Zhao et al., 2011), or modeling the full structure of tweets in Twitter
conversations (Ritter et al., 2010). The interaction between users can be analyzed to predict
‘‘re-tweeting’’ behavior (when a user broadcasts another user’s tweet) (Suh et al., 2010), or to
find important users responsible for influencing the twitter network (Laflin et al., 2012). With
location information, many other lines of investigation are available. Modeling tweet
content and locations simultaneously can find latent factors that relate specific users to
the use of words at particular locations (Hu et al., 2013). This task of predicting user
locations is a popular area of work, with recent efforts focusing on tweet content analysis
(Han et al., 2014) and propagation of location information from a few geolocated users to all
users via the network social structure (Compton et al., 2014). In contrast to these methods,
we are interested in using a content model and tweet location to study structure of the city,
rather than social structure linking Twitter users.

Prior work most closely related to our contribution uses social media for urban mapping
and detecting behavioral trends (Frias-Martinez and Frias-Martinez, 2014; Kling and
Pozdnoukhov, 2012), crime prediction (Gerber, 2014), police interaction with the
community (Heverin and Zach, 2010), event prediction (Asur and Huberman, 2010), and
detection (Sakaki et al., 2010; Weng and Lee, 2011), and human behavior analysis (Farrahi
and Gatica-Perez, 2011). Twitter data are often processed using variations of latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) which presents their own unique difficulties as discussed in Hong and
Davison (2010). Nevertheless LDA provides a sound basis for understanding Twitter
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content (Ramage et al., 2010). In Hong et al. (2012), LDA is modified to specifically find
geographical locations associated with topics; however, this is not applied at the level of a
city for studying behavior therein. This work demonstrates that social media content,
including that of Twitter, is capable of providing detailed information about the structure
and dynamics of activity in cities. For example, Kling and Pozdnoukhov (2012) analyze daily
temporal dynamics of topics in New York. The current work is similar in the sense that we
utilize topic modeling to study tweets and to build an understanding of city activity patterns
in both space and time. Unlike Kling and Pozdnoukhov (2012) and Farrahi and Gatica-
Perez (2011), we investigate activity over a full year rather than daily or weekly patterns.

In the present work, we apply a recent algorithm for LDA (Asuncion et al., 2009) that
requires an order of magnitude less computation time than methods based on the Gibbs
sampler, when applied to large volumes of data. Our raw data for 2011 are comprised of
approximately 1.4 million geotagged tweets and is reduced to 300 topics by this method. To
sort through hundreds of topics, we propose four metrics, two in space and two in time, that
quantify properties of the topic distributions throughout the city. These metrics quantify the
degree to which spatial and temporal patterns are unimodal-multimodal and concentrated-
diffuse. To better navigate this information, we have developed a tool in the form of a
graphical user interface (GUI)2 that enables a user to quickly browse and consume
analysis results, a field of work that is in need of development (Schwartz et al., 2013).

We then combine these tools to perform an original in-depth look into tweets from the
city of Madrid in the year 2011. This year saw significant political activity in the form of anti-
austerity movements that ultimately triggered similar global movements, as well as elections
later in the year. We demonstrate how these events, in addition to other city activity, are
identified by the analytical methods discussed here. We show that many topics can be
characterized by their metrics in time and space. When combined with a study of topic
content, they provide insights into the activities taking place within Madrid.

In the following sections, we first present the topic modeling algorithm used to understand
the content of the vast collection of text available using Twitter. This is followed by a
presentation of the proposed metrics for characterizing the spatial and temporal
distributions of topics. Finally, the result of applying these tools to the year 2011 in the
city of Madrid, Spain is covered in-depth before final concluding remarks.

Latent Dirichlet allocation

Tweets contain significant information about a city that is obfuscated in the casual language
used. In addition, to study millions of tweets by hand is an unreasonable task. We seek to
condense and clean this information using an approach known as LDA (Blei et al., 2003).
LDA is a probabilistic generative model for documents, or tweets, based on sampling words
from distributions in a dictionary. LDA can be used to generate a ‘‘soft’’ unsupervised
clustering of tweets by assigning to each word in each tweet a topic the word belongs to.
Each tweet’s content is modeled with a distribution over t latent topics. Each topic, in turn, is
a distribution over words in the vocabulary. LDA is related to mixture models (Ding et al.,
2008) such as non-negative matrix factorization (Lee and Seung, 1999) and probabilistic
latent semantic indexing (Hofmann, 1999). LDA differs from these models by regularizing
the topic distributions (Blei et al., 2003) with a Dirichlet prior. This prevents zero entries that
result in suboptimal solutions.

LDA works as follows: we have m unique words used to compose n tweets. Let Ai,j be
the number of times that the ith word appears in the jth tweet. This sparse matrix is the
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word-count matrix. Notably it discards word ordering information hence treating tweets as
unordered bags of words. Assume there exist m-by-t and t-by-n non-negative matricesW and
H with unit sum columns such that A was generated as follows

W:,k � Dirð�Þ 8 k ¼ 1, . . . , t

H:,j � Dirð�Þ 8 j ¼ 1, . . . , n

A � PoisðWHÞ

ð1Þ

that is, Ai,j is sampled from a Poisson distribution with mean given by a low-rank non-
negative matrix product of Dirichlet distributions. The use of a Poisson distribution is
natural because A represents an integer count of data with parameters taken from the
matrix product WH. We estimate these matrices by maximizing the LDA model
likelihood for fixed hyper-parameters a and b, explained shortly. W contains t columns of
length m and unit sum. These columns tell us the probability of words appearing in a tweet
about that column’s topic. For example, the first column may have highest probability words
‘‘soccer,’’ ‘‘goal,’’ and ‘‘player’’ while the second column may have highest probability words
‘‘rain,’’ ‘‘wind,’’ and ‘‘sunny.’’ This indicates that there exist two topics respectively about
soccer and weather. H, on the other hand, contains the topic distributions for each tweet in
the columns. This indicates which tweets ‘‘belong’’ to each topic while allowing for the
possibility that a tweet could belong to more than one topic. The fundamental
assumption of LDA is the existence of this low-dimensional representation WH of the
data matrix A. LDA is strictly a method for understanding the text content of tweets.
Location and time information, though available, is not used when extracting topics.
LDA performs well if highly probable words in each column of W make sense upon
examination of their meaning. Incorrect choice of t or challenging data can result in
seemingly random words being significant in each topic.

The hyper-parameters a and b make the problem easier to solve. Without the Dirichlet
priors on the factor matrices, zeros can appear which makes the model probability exactly
zero when there are nonzeros in the corresponding entries of A. To avoid this occurring the
Dirichlet priors are introduced. Care must be taken in choosing priors for a and b, however.
Values for these hyper-parameters that are too large will force unnecessary mixing to take
place. That is, if a is too large not only will the topics be prevented from having zero
probabilities but they will be forced toward the uniform distribution in which all words
contribute equally to each topic. The same takes place for large values of b which, if too
large, will represent the tweets as even mixtures over all topics. The choices of these values
depend on the details of the data. For example, the heuristic value of 50=t is sometimes used
for b in problems where the documents (in our case tweets) are reasonably well mixed.
Values one or two orders of magnitude smaller can be used to make the behavior closer
to clustering where each tweet is likely assigned to a single, rather than mixture, of topics.
The same applies for a which influences word concentration. But because the distributions in
the columns ofW are much larger, the previous heuristic does not apply. Generally choosing
a value for a between 10�4 and 10�2 works well.

The choice of the number of topics t determines roughly how specific topics are. This is
related to the amount of information each tweet provides. When using a topic model with
long documents, each perhaps composed of multiple topics, only a few hundred documents
can resolve a given topic. Due to their length, 1000 or more tweets per topic may be
necessary for each topic to be meaningful. One million tweets, though numerous, will not
result in more than 1000 useful topics. Large t will results in more specific topics, but as
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t becomes too large topics begin to model noise rather than trends. Small values of t result in
meaningful analysis and can be used to study more general categorizations.

To perform LDA estimation, we use an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm as
proposed in Asuncion et al. (2009). EM produces a single point estimate, the maximum-
likelihood estimate, of the model probability rather than a probabilistic estimation (1). Other
algorithms include the originally proposed method of variational Bayes (VB) and the
probabilistic Markov chain Monte Carlo technique of collapsed Gibbs sampling (GS)
(Casella and George, 1992). We have compared these methods and found that EM offers
a good balance between performance and quality solutions. The quality of the result
obtained using VB was found to be poorer than EM, and the computational time
required for GS is significantly greater than EM. With our data set of 1.4 million tweets,
the EM algorithm requires on the order of a few hours versus more than a day for GS. While
the quality of the GS solution is generally better than that of EM, we find that it does not
warrant the increased runtime. The EM algorithm is an iterative method for finding the most
probable solution to equation (1) or, equivalently, for finding the minimum of the negative
log of the probability. After removing a term in the Poisson likelihood made constant by the
sum constraints, the problem is

min
WH

�
X
i,j

Ai,j log
X
k

Wi,kHk,j

 !
� ð�� 1Þ

X
i,k

logðWi,kÞ � ð�� 1Þ
X
k,j

logðHk,jÞ

" #

which in addition to unit column sums is subject to non-negativity. The optimization
strategy is to minimize this energy by alternating descent between the two matrices. Here,
we demonstrate the procedure for W and note that the process is very similar for H. Let ck
be, for each k, a Lagrange multiplier for each column of W associated with the sum
constraint. A single W update solves

min
W

�
X
i,j

Ai,j log
X
k

Wi,kHk,j

 !
� ð�� 1Þ

X
i,k

logðWi,kÞ þ
X
k

ck
X
i

Wi,k � 1

 !" #

which has the optimality condition, where all matrix division is element-wise, given by

�
A

WHð Þ

� �
HT ¼

ð�� 1Þ

W
� C

The matrix C contains the multipliers ck and is of the same shape as W with Ci,k ¼ ck.
Since W does not contain zeros it can be multiplied through to produce the final update for
the matrix W with p denoting the iteration

A

WpHp

� �
 !

HT
p

 !
�Wp þ ð�� 1Þ ¼ C �Wpþ1

Here � is the Hadamard, or entry-wise, matrix product. Provided �4 1 the non-negativity
constraint will be enforced naturally by the Dirichlet prior that prevents zero and negative
matrix entries. The need to increase the hyperparameters by one is a known issue (Asuncion
et al., 2009) resulting from under-estimation of uncertainty in the problem. In Asuncion
et al. (2009), the authors demonstrate that shifting the hyper-parameters by one achieves
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similar performance to fully Bayesian models. Following a nearly identical derivation for H,
a single EM iteration is given by

Xi,j,k  Wi,kHk,jAi,j

� �
=
X
k

Wi,kHk,j

 !

Wi,k  
1

ck
�þ

X
j

Xi,j,k

 !

Hk,j  
1

dj
�þ

X
i

Xi,j,k

 !

These three steps are iterated until convergence. The values of ck and dj are chosen such
that the columns of W and H have unit sum at each iteration. Although X is very large, in
practice it is sparse due to data sparsity. We note that these computations can be parallelized
which makes the final algorithm computationally fast while keeping memory requirements
on the order of Oðmtþ tnþ sÞ where s is the number of nonzero entries of A.

Topic statistics

Topics discovered by LDA represent specific information but with varied characteristics over
time and space. A topic may be very localized or broadly distributed in time or, likewise,
some topics may correlate with specific locations in the city while others may not. A topic
about a festival, for example, would be localized in time and space while commentary on the
weather would be all year and in all locations. In this section, we propose metrics to quantify
these characteristics. Foremost, assign each tweet to the highest probability topic using the
column-wise maximum values ofH. With these tweet-topic assignments, each topic obtains a
distribution in space and time using tweet geolocations and timestamps. We propose the
following four quantities for each topic based on this information.

Fractional L-norm

We first propose using the Lp norm of a function f on a domain �, defined by

jj f jjp ¼

Z
�

j f ðxÞjpdx

� �1
p

ð2Þ

This is commonly used with p¼ 2 resulting in the Euclidean norm. Different values of p
capture different properties of f. In the limit p!1 it can be shown that, under some
additional assumptions, this norm approaches the maximum of f on �. As p! 0 this
norm approximates the area on which f is nonzero (Rudin, 1991). To apply equation (2),
we generate a probability density function f sj over the city for each topic j using tweet
locations. We use a simple histogram of the tweets on a 100-by-100 grid laid over the
city. The quantity proposed is

LPs ¼
jj f sj jjp

jj f sj jj1
ð3Þ

to quantify how ‘‘spread-out’’ tweets in each topic are over the city with p< 1.
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The same method can be applied in time. We generate a probability density function
f t
j over time using a discrete histogram with days corresponding to bins. The same

formula as LPs can be used to compute LPt, the corresponding ratio of norms applied
to f t

j

LPt ¼
jj f t

j jjp

jj f t
j jj1

ð4Þ

In this paper, we use p¼ 0.8 for the spatial LP value LPs and p¼ 0.1 for the temporal LP
value LPt. The value of this metric is less important than the relative value between topics.
After extracting 300 topics from our corpus we compute 600 LP values, one spatial and one
temporal for each topic, residing in the range ½0, 1�. A small LPs describes a concentration
near a few locations in space while large values indicate dispersed activity. Similarly, LPt

describes the degree to which tweets happen at concentrated times during the year versus
uniformly throughout.

Mean squared distance

The second metric we propose is the mean squared distance of a point cloud. Consider tweets
for a single topic with locations given by (xi, yi). The original latitude/longitude pairs are
normalized so that xi, yi 2 ½0, 1� for the corpus. Suppose that i ¼ 1, 2, . . . ,K, meaning we
have K tweets in this topic. The mean squared distance is

MSDs ¼
1

K 2

XK
i¼1

XK
j¼1

ðxi � xjÞ
2
þ ðyi � yjÞ

2
� �

ð5Þ

which is the expectation of the squared distance between any two tweets in the topic. Similar
to the previous LP metric, we do not consider the value of this quantity but rather the
relative value between all topics learned from the same corpus. Small values indicate that
tweets reside close together while large values indicate that tweets are spread out. This metric
occurs in physics as a ‘‘spring’’ potential. The metric is the ‘‘Energy’’ associated with linking
all tweet locations pairwise by springs.

Using the temporal profile of the topics, we propose MSDt that is computed from the
times of the tweets. To obtain values in ½0, 1�, we normalize tweet times ti and compute

MSDt ¼
1

K 2

XK
i¼1

XK
j¼1

ðti � tjÞ
2

ð6Þ

which is the expectation of the squared time between two tweets in the topic.

Distribution modality and concentration

As illustrated by Figure 1, the MSD metric quantifies spatial and temporal distributions
fundamentally differently from the LP metric. When tweets are concentrated at a single
discrete location, both the LPs and MSDs metrics will remain small. When tweets are
dispersed around a single location, the LPs will be relatively large while the MSDs will
remain small. By contrast, if tweets are concentrated at multiple but localized places in
the city, MSDs is large while LPs remains small. If tweets are dispersed around many
locations, both LPs and MSDs will be large.
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Similar reasoning applies for temporal distributions but in one dimension. MSDt captures
the unimodality of the temporal distribution while LPt captures unimodality and
multimodality versus uniformity. Note that the extrema of the LP metric when p< 1 are
the Dirac delta and uniform distributions, representing maximum concentration and
maximum dispersion, respectively.

Results

Our case study involves the subset of all geotagged tweets in the Madrid city area occurring
from 26 December 2010 to 6 January 2012. The 1.4 million geotagged tweets are 3% of all
tweets in the Madrid area during that period. The data contain considerable
‘‘noise’’—language used on twitter frequently includes slang, hyperlinks, references to
other Twitter users, and ‘‘hashtags.’’ To address some of these issues, we perform the
following preprocessing routines prior to topic modeling. First, we replace characters that
are not classified as alphanumeric in the Unicode character properties database and convert
characters into lowercase. The data are then tokenized by separating tweets on spaces and
accumulated to form A. For our Madrid corpus, A contains 117,904 rows (words) and
1,399,755 columns (tweets). A contains the number of times each dictionary word appears
in each document and is precisely the input to the LDA. We use the parameters
� ¼ � ¼ 10�3 and extract t¼ 300 topics. We extract t¼ 300 topics from the corpus. This
was chosen by examining the results of LDA up to k¼ 500 at which point the topics, on
examination, became less interpretable.

Topic interpretation

The primary tool available for evaluating the quality of a topic model’s results are the most
probable words associated with each topic. Each topic produced by LDA is associated with a
probability distribution over the word dictionary. Reasonable labels can be assigned to

Spatial Temporal

MSD MSD

L
P

Unimodal Multimodal Unimodal Multimodal
D

if
fu

se
C

on
ce

nt
ra

te
d

Figure 1. The conceptual relationship between the LP and MSD metrics for spatial and temporal

distributions.
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topics based on these most probable words. Consider the top words for the sample topics
shown in Table 1. The titles for each column represent our subjective classification of each
topic upon examination. The first column shows top words for a topic associated with
‘‘FITUR,’’ an international tourism fair in Spain. The ‘‘15-M’’ topic is associated with a
day of protest that was held on the 15th of May in a location of the city known as ‘‘Puerta
del Sol.’’ The third clear topic is associated with the Madrid Barajas International Airport.
The final three topics in Table 1 are different languages spoken in the city that, due to
disjoint vocabulary, occupy disjoint topics.

In some cases, a small number of users may be responsible for topics being found. To
investigate this, we examined the number of users contributing five or more tweets to each
topic. Two hundred eighty-five topics had 30 or more such users with a median value of 70
for all topics. For example, the ‘‘French’’ and ‘‘Portuguese’’ topics had 84 and 201 such
users, respectively. Only three topics had less than 10. On examination, these are the result of
automated Twitter accounts that produce significant enough quantities of tweets for LDA to
dedicate a topic. While detection strategies may be used to filter out these users before the
topic model, their presence does not impact the accuracy of other topics or any further
analysis.

When examining the topics produced by the LDA model, three properties arise that are
useful when discussing the results. First, some topics are repetitive in time with consistent
activity occurring throughout the year. Examples of repetitive topics include sports events
and leisure activities. Second, some topics are situational. Such topics correspond to specific
events taking place in the city and hence are related to the physical situation in which they
arise. Examples of situational topics are protests, festivals, and conventions. Nonsituational
topics are disconnected from the physical city. Examples of nonsituational topics are global
events or celebrity gossip. The final categorization we propose is language topics. Examples
encountered in our corpus are French, Italian, Portuguese, Tagalog, and Indonesian.

Spatial and temporal patterns

In addition to the top words within each topic from W, the distribution over topics for each
tweet is available via H. By taking the most probable topic for each tweet, we approximately
cluster the tweets and, using the locations and times of the tweets, form temporal and spatial

Table 1. Top words.

FITUR 15-M Airport English French Portuguese

prensa Del 4 In l amor

Internacional Sol barajas and él sueño

evento sgae mad for des é

orgullo campeonato Aeropuerto day et eu

turismo apertura terminal thanks une em

rueda miau t4 more davidperez não

francia suchil t1 us à um

aniversario ancha iberia have pas pra

revista selva t2 nice est pro

fitur carnes airport life je mais

marcatv samurai gate last ganitas nose

Note: Each topic is described by a probability distribution over the dictionary. Shown are the most probable words for six

example topics extracted from our Madrid dataset. The titles are our interpretation.
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histograms for each topic. To understand these distributions, we propose the LP and MSD
metrics in space and time. Figure 3 presents metrics for all topics with points of interest
labeled. On the left are spatial metrics LPs and MSDs while on the right are the temporal
metrics LPt and MSDt.

Applying a topic model to a large data collection can produce a large number of topics.
Three hundred topics require significant time to sift through manually, and topic counts
often can number in the thousands. The proposed metrics allow a user unfamiliar with
Madrid to quickly arrive at topics related to the underlying city.
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Figure 3. Metrics for all topics. Shown are the values of the spatial (left) and temporal (right) metrics

proposed to study the topics learned from the corpus.
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Figure 2. Protest topic histograms. Shown are histograms for topics associated with the protests ‘‘15-M’’

and ‘‘15-O.’’ Heatmap visualization created using Google Maps API, 2017.
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The ‘‘Airport’’ topic is spatially concentrated as captured by the low values of LPs and
MSDs. This is intuitively reasonable given that the Madrid airport is localized in space.
Close inspection of the spatial density map of tweets confirms this (Figure 4). In contrast,
tweets within the ‘‘Three Wise Men’’ topic show LPs and MSDs metrics of a different nature
than the ‘‘Airport’’ topic (Figure 3). This topic is related to Christian religious celebrations
that typically take place early in the New Year. The ‘‘Three Wise Men’’ topic is not
concentrated at a single point like the ‘‘airport’’ topic (Figure 4) resulting in large MSDs.
For the ‘‘Foursquare’’ topic both spatial metrics are large. Foursquare is a social media
program for smartphones that lets users ‘‘check-in’’ to locations such as restaurants and
museums and then broadcast this information to other users using automatically generated
tweets. The large MSDs and LPs values indicate that no particular location or locations are
associated with this topic (Figure 3).

The temporal metrics are similarly useful for characterizing topics. Figure 5 presents
examples of temporal histograms for eight topics roughly grouped based on appearance.
The top panel contains two topics with very high LPt indicating no particular association
with any specific time in the year. The second panel shows temporal histograms for
situational topics associated with two holidays. Both topics have low LPt but, due to
activity at both ends of the year from annual recurrence, the MSDt values are neither
large nor small. The third panel contains two topics with spikes in activity arising at
many points in the year. This result in the LPt being slightly higher than for topics
associated with very sparse events like holidays, but still lower than for example, the
‘‘Airport’’ topic (see Figure 3). The final two topics in the bottom panel are oddities and
result in extreme values of MSDt and LPt. These result from the patterns of automated
Twitter accounts, mentioned previously, that are enabled or disabled for different portions
of the year.

The characterization of repetitive and situational topics is therefore, approximately,
associated with LPt. A high LPt indicates the repetitive property while a low value
indicates the situational property. The specification of language topics, however, does not
appear to have a clear quantitative indicator using the metrics. These metrics therefore
capture significant information for determining Twitter activity related to the underlying
city. This organization of the topics is invaluable for large data sets with many topics.

Airport Three Wise Men Foursquare

Figure 4. Example spatial histograms via Google’s mapping API. These histograms demonstrate the

characteristics captured by our metrics in Figure 3: airport activity (small LPs, small MSDs), the Three Wise

Men festival (small LPs, large MSDs), and check-ins to the Foursquare service (large LPs, large MSDs).
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Unique events

Unique events in the city can be separated out using the LPt value. A high value, as in the case of
‘‘Airport’’ and ‘‘English,’’ are not specifically associated with times in the year. Low LPt indicates
unique events that took place. Additionally, MSDt indicates roughly the temporal modality.
Looking at topics with a small MSDt value reduces the topic space to only those associated with
single events in time. For example, in Figure 3, a user can quickly arrive at topics such as a tennis
match or significant local and regional elections. Important topics of this character relate to
protests on the 15th of May and October 2011, respectively known as the ‘‘15-M’’ and ‘‘15-O’’
protests. Distributions over time for these topics are shown in Figure 2. The 15-M protest was
one of the most important events in the recent history of Madrid (and Spanish) politics. 15-M
was a large anti-austerity protest in which activists occupied the Puerta del Sol plaza in central
Madrid. Due to the magnitude of this event throughout 2011, the LPt metric is higher than for
other unique events. Further refinement can be performed with the spatial metrics. For example,
finding city-wide events of significance is a matter of further looking into topics with high LPs.
This includes topics such as ‘‘Election’’ to which people across the city contribute. In contrast,
‘‘Tennis Match’’ is much more localized in space as revealed by the spatial metrics. By carefully
considering spatial and temporal metrics, events of different character are quickly found.

Repetitive topics

Repetitive topic consisting of background activity in a city throughout a year can be found
using a similar metric analysis. High LPt is associated with topics such as ‘‘Airport,’’ ‘‘Corte

0

100 Foursquare
Tweets by Day

0

50 Airport

0

200 Three Wise Men

0

500 New Year

0
100
200 Portuguese
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100 Soccer

0

100 CaixaForum
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50 Ticket Sales

2011-01
2011-02

2011-03
2011-04

2011-05
2011-06

2011-07
2011-08

2011-09
2011-10

2011-11
2011-12

2012-01

2500
5000
7500 All Tweets

Figure 5. Types of temporal histograms. Different topics are characterized by different metric values that

indicate the type of temporal activity. Shown are a few examples of background topics (top two rows),

singular events in the year (rows 3–4), event topics with many activity spikes in the year (rows 5–6), and

outliers arising from automated tweeting (rows 7–8). Also shown is the background for all tweets (bottom

row). The metric values help to understand these distributions.
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Inglés,’’ ‘‘Coffee,’’ and ‘‘Metro.’’ The ‘‘Corte Inglés’’ topic results from shopping activity at a
famous chain of stores in Madrid. Focusing in on this subset of topics results in only those
that correspond to continuous activity through the year. Further refinement can be
performed using space. For example, repetitive topics with little spatial association will
have high LPs such as the ‘‘Foursquare’’ topic. Alternatively, topics with low LPs

correspond to specific areas of the city. The unimodal ‘‘Airport’’ topic, for example, has a
low MSDs because it is associated with one location. The multimodal ‘‘Coffee’’ and ‘‘Metro’’
topics are associated with multiple locations concentrated around the city center with the
latter further spread out. These subtle differences in distribution are captured by the spatial
metrics directly, and a user can find them without first studying the top words for all 300
topics.

Situational topics

Situational topics are also found using the proposed metrics. Examples are ‘‘FITUR,’’ ‘‘New
Year,’’ and ‘‘Three Wise Men.’’ The first is related to an annual tourism fair and the last is
the Spanish tradition of the ‘‘Reyes Magos’’3 with top words such as ‘‘magos,’’ ‘‘reyes,’’
‘‘caramel,’’ and ‘‘cabalgata.’’4 Like unique events, the LPt metric indicates reasonably well
which topics are situational—the three discussed here all have low values. The MSDt does
not appear to be particularly informative for these topics, a fact that might result from the
periodic nature of years—the MSDt metric considers the first and last day of the year very
far apart and hence ‘‘New Year’’ is of a high value. Situational topics can have different
spatial properties. The ‘‘Three Wise Men’’ topic is concentrated at two locations in the city,
‘‘New Year’’ is active across the city and ‘‘FITUR’’ is concentrated at the event and nearby
shopping areas. These differences are made clear with the proposed spatial metric values.

Language topics

The final category of topics proposed is language topics. After Spanish, English is the second
most prevalent language in our data and is associated with multiple topics. The locations of
these topics’ tweets often show a distribution all over the city of Madrid with perhaps a slight
concentration near downtown, believed to be a result of tourism. Immigrant populations in
Madrid are concentrated in the center and southwest of the city (Bosch et al., 2011). Other
languages found occur in single topics, including French, Portuguese, Tagalog, Italian,
German, Indonesian, Catalan, and Dutch. The appearance of Tagalog and Indonesian
topics is especially curious given that they are the only languages from non-European
locations. The temporal histograms, and therefore also metrics, depend on the presence of
speakers visiting the city. Ultimately the properties of each language topic vary depending on
the presence and distribution of speakers in the city and, therefore, the proposed metrics do
not distinguish such topics readily.

Discussion and conclusion

We have proposed an efficient pipeline for using geotagged Twitter data to build a picture of
activity, events, and behavior within a city. This pipeline has two major components. The
first component is preprocessing and topic extraction, using an expectation maximization
algorithm for LDA. This takes several hours to run on our data set of 1.4 million tweets
from Madrid. The second step can be performed in real time and involves the calculation of
spatial and temporal metrics based on the fractional Lp norm and a mean squared tweet
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distance applied to tweets within topics. With this information, we are able to separate
background activity such as coffee shops from activity unrelated to the city and special
events. Most importantly, major events in Madrid such as elections, and the 15-M and
15-O protests can be quickly identified and followed. Different types of topic activity can
be identified through the use of the proposed metrics to quickly organize topics for study.

We provide source code for all steps of the computational methods along with a
discussion of what is the expected outcome. Notably much more could be done in future
work. For example, one could perform more precise temporal statistical analysis of the data.
In other work (Lai et al., 2016), there has been some study of self-excitation in repeat
activities. At the same time, we expect that events localized in time will have different
statistics, while the events that are associated with repeat scheduled activities, such as
soccer games, will have yet another temporal signature. The proposed spatial and
temporal metrics capture important properties of the distributions of tweets, but certainly
more precise statistical models may be used to extract further information. Another research
question is one of prediction—whether future events could be predicted from prior data
especially given the complexity of spatial and temporal patterns among the different topics.
We hope that our software and methods will be useful for future work in this area.

Finally, we also believe this work holds implications for an intervention model to promote
or prevent activities associated with certain topics. Our metric characterization of topics
provides guidance on how interventions could be structured in space and time, although they
do not tell you what interventions to adopt. In general, topics that are concentrated at
unimodal locations in space can be well-targeted by placed-based interventions (Weisburd,
2008). Place-based interventions are still possible if spatial distributions are multimodal, but
concentrated. The limit here is on availability of resources to distribute over modes. It
becomes more problematic if topic distributions are dispersed. At the extreme, a topic
may be so dispersed in space that there is no feasible place-based intervention. Similar
arguments hold for the modality and concentration of topics in time.
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Notes

1. www.twitter.com/

2. http://paleo.sscnet.ucla.edu/TwitterGUI.zip
3. ‘‘Three Wise Men’’ in English.
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4. The term ‘‘reyes magos’’ is translated as ‘‘wise men.’’ However, the direct translation for the

separate words would be ‘‘magic’’ (magos) and ‘‘kings’’ (reyes). The remaining words are
‘‘candy’’ (caramelo) and ‘‘parade’’ (cabalgata).
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